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ABSTRACT
We provide world sheet non-supersymmetrical actions that describe
the coupling of a bosonic string to the tachyon and massless states of
both the type-B and type-O theories. The type-B theory is derived as
a truncation and chiral doubling of the Ramond-Ramond sector in our
previous model that connected the (1,0) heterotic string to a 10D, type-
IIB supergravity background. The type-O theory then follows from a
“fermionization” of the type-B theory.
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1 Introduction
Approximately two years ago, we pointed out a curious feature [1] of (1,0)
supergravity NSR non-linear σ-models and type-IIB supergravity. Although totally
unexpected at the time, we formulated a coupling of a heterotic string [2] to a
background that consisted of the massless bosonic fields of the type-IIB supergravity
theory. The reason for this to be unexpected was that it had always been thought
that the type-IIB supergravity theory (whose superspace description is well known
[3]) was only associated with the type-IIB superstring of Green and Schwarz [4].
From this point of view it was very “unnatural” to find a heterotic model associated
with the massless bosonic fields of type-IIB supergravity.
On the other hand, the construction of a (1,0) NSR non-linear σ-model coupled
to a type-IIB supergravity background cleared up an earlier puzzle. Several years
prior to the work in [1], it was noted that the (1,0) heterotic string nonlinear σ-
model possessed exactly the right properties to allow a coupling to a 4D, N = 8
supergravity background also [5]. This 4D result can now be viewed as the simple
dimensional reduction of the type-IIB heterotic string nonlinear σ-model.
In order to accomplish the result in [1], we introduced a feature which had not
appeared in the context of stringy non-linear σ-models prior to that time. The idea
was that when certain combinations of p-forms occur in the Ramond-Ramond sector
of a superstring theory, they correspond to the introduction of WZNW models on
the world sheet of the superstring where the currents of the WZNW model do not
represent internal symmetries but instead are associated with the Clifford algebra
of the the target spacetime. This concept has reappeared recently in discussions of
Dirichlet p-branes and type-IIB supergravity [6].
Since the model of [1] is a (1,0) theory, when analyzed in terms of its left and
right handed degrees of freedom, one finds the expected result that the left-handed
sector is supersymmetric while the right-handed sector is non-supersymmetric. This
observation is the key to the construction of the non-supersymmetric nonlinear σ-
model for the type-B string. In the language of 2D field theory we well know how
to take an ordinary boson and separate it into its left-handed and right-handed
segments by use of chiral bosons [7]. Once this is done, the original left-handed
supersymmetric sector may be disgarded. However, in order to have a consistent
closed bosonic string, it is required to have some non-supersymmetric left-handed
sector. A new left-handed sector may be introduced by constructing the “mirror”
of the right-handed sector of the original (1,0) type-IIB heterotic string non-linear
σ-model.
There are two steps required for constructing the mirror. First, all the 2D fields
that depended only the σ -coordinate on-shell must be replaced by fields that depend
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on σ -coordinate on-shell3. Also the target spacetime Clifford algebra of the original
Ramond-Ramond sector of the (1,0) model must be replaced by its target spacetime
chiral reflection4. This mirror is the ‘glued’ back to the original right handed sector
and the result is the type-B nonlinear σ-model with precisely the couplings to the
massless spectrum of the type-B string.
2 Review of NSR Supergravity-Heterotic Sigma-
Models in (1,0) Superspace
Although the original formulation of the heterotic string [2] was not as a (1.0)
superfield theory, with the work of [8], it became possible to show that the action
given by
SHET−1 =
1
4piα′
∫
d2σdζ−E−1
{
iηmn (∇+Xm) (∇ Xn) − ( η−Iˆ∇+η−Iˆ )
}
, (2.1)
upon gauge-fixing to eliminate the (1,0) supergravity fields yields the action of Gross
et. al. in the fermionic formulation (i.e. Iˆ = 1, ..., 32). A second formulation (also
given by Gross et. al.) utilizing chiral bosons [7] whose (1,0) superspace form is
SHET−2 =
∫
d2σdζ−E−1
{ 1
4piα′
[ iηmn (∇+Xm) (∇ Xn) ] +
i
1
2
[ (∇+ΦRaˆ) (∇ ΦRaˆ) + Λ (∇+ΦRaˆ) (∇ ΦRaˆ) ]
}
,
(2.2)
where aˆ = 1, ...16 was also described. Neither of these two formulations allows
for a manifest realization of the E8 ⊗ E8 symmetry of heterotic string theory. To
accomplish this, it is necessary to carry out a non-abelian bosonization [9] of the
fermionic superfields (η−
Iˆ) in the first action above5.
SHET−3 =
1
4piα′
∫
d2σdζ−E−1[ iηmn (∇+Xm) (∇ Xn) ]
− 1
2pi
∫
d2σdζ−E−1i 1
2
Tr{ R+R= + iΛ==R+∇+R+
+ 2
3
Λ=
={R+ , R+ } R+
+
∫ 1
0
d y [ (
dU˜
dy
U˜−1 )[∇=((∇+U˜)U˜−1) − ∇+((∇=U˜)U˜−1) ] } .
(2.3)
3In the language of conformal field theory this corresponds to X(z)→ X˜(z¯).
4All the undotted 10D spinor indices must be replaced by dotted 10D spinor indices.
5The action in (2.2) may be regarded as an abelian bozonization of (2.1).
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where the following definitions are used,
Ra ≡ U−1∇aU , U ≡ exp
[
iΦR
aˆtaˆ
]
. (2.4)
In this last equation, the quantities ΦR
aˆ constitute 496 righton (1,0) superfields
containing the same number of component rightons. From this last equation it
is clear that in order to give a complete specification of the action in (2.3), it is
necessary to introduce a set of matrices (above denoted by taˆ) that form a Lie
algebra. In fact, the action of (2.3) permits us to associate a distinct world sheet
action with each consistent 10D heterotic string. It has long been known [10] that
the groups that lead to tachyon-free 10D heterotic strings are; E8⊗E8, SO(32) and
SO(16)⊗ SO(16). Thus the matrices taˆ may be chosen to provide representations
of these algebras and there is no need to introduce winding modes to construct the
E8 ⊗E8 representation.
No background fields at all appear in the actions above. The way to introduce
background spacetime fields is of course well known [11]. The NS-NS bosonic fields
(gmn, bmn and Φ) are made to appear by replacing the first line of (2.3) by
SNS =
1
2piα′
∫
d2σdζ−E−1[i 1
2
(gmn(X) + bmn(X)) (∇+Xm)(∇=Xn) ]
+
∫
d2σdζ−E−1Φ(X)Σ+
≡
∫
d2σdζ−E−1[i
1
2
(ηab + bab(X))Π+
aΠ=
b + Φ(X)Σ+ ] ,
(2.5)
where Π+
a ≡ (1/√2piα′)(∇+Xm)ema and Π=a ≡ (1/
√
2piα′)(∇=Xm)ema.
The introduction of the R-R bosonic fields (i.e. the spacetime gauge fields AaIˆJˆ)
for the internal symmetry groups can be carried out for the SO(32) and SO(16)⊗
SO(16) theories quite easily [12]. The last term in (2.1) is replaced by,
SR = − 12
∫
d2σdζ−E−1[ η−
Iˆ∇+η− Iˆ + Π+a η−IˆAaIˆJˆ(X)η−Jˆ ] . (2.6)
However, the introduction of the R-R bosonic fields in the E8 ⊗E8 theory can only
be done by modifying the last three terms in (2.3). These must be replaced by [13],
S ′R = − 1
2pi
∫
d2σdζ−E−1i 1
2
Tr{ (R+ + 2Γ+)R=
+ iΛ=
=(R+ + Γ+)∇+(R+ + Γ+)
+
2
3
Λ=
={ (R+ + Γ+) , (R+ + Γ+) } (R+ − 1
2
Γ+)
+
∫ 1
0
d y [ (
dU˜
dy
U˜−1 )[∇=((∇+U˜)U˜−1) − ∇+((∇=U˜)U˜−1) ] } .
(2.7)
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where Γ+ ≡ Π+aAaaˆ(X)taˆ. Since the non-abelian bosonized theory offers the most
complete description, we will only utilize it in the subsequent discussion.
In addition to these three 10D tachyon-free heterotic string theories, there are
also a number of other non-supersymmetric theories that contain a tachyon [10].
These include SO(32), E8⊗SO(16), SO(24)⊗SO(8), (E7⊗SU(2))2, SU(16)⊗U(1),
E8. Although it appears not generally known, the (1,0) supergeometry also permits
the introduction of a coupling of the tachyon to the worldsheet of the heterotic
string. This is accomplished by a slight generalization of a result presented some
time ago [8]. The construction requires the introduction of a world sheet minus
spinor superfield Ψ− that appears in the action
Stachyon =
∫
d2σdζ−E−1[ − 1
2
( Ψ−∇+Ψ− ) + iT (X)Ψ− ] . (2.8)
In the limit where T (X) = 1, this action introduces a cosmological constant on
the worldsheet. Note that each of the non-supersymmetric models corresponds to a
distinct choice of the matrix generators taˆ for the groups listed above.
Up until our work of [1], as far as was known, the models above described all
10D (1,0) supergravity NSR heterotic σ-models. With this work we proposed the
addition of one more such model. The introduction of this final model, begins with
the observation that the E8⊗E8 algebra in (2.4) may be replaced by another (non-
compact) Lie algebra so that the new group elements take the form
U → UR−1 ≡ exp
[
ΦRδα
β +
1
2
ΦabR(σ
ab) βα +
1
24
ΦabcdR(σ
abcd) βα
]
(2.9)
where the 10D Pauli matrices above correspond to the right-handed spacetime chiral
projection of the 10D gamma matrices! This structure introduces 256 (1,0) righton
superfields (ΦR, ΦabR and ΦabcdR) instead of the familiar 496 (1,0) righton superfields
of the E8 ⊗E8 model. The σ-model associated with this alternative construction is
obtained by using the group elements in (2.9) to replace those in (2.4). As well the
quantity Γ+ below (2.7) must be replaced by
Γ+ → Π+a
[
(∇aA) δαβ + 1
2
Fabc (σ
bc) βα +
1
24
F(+)abcde (σ
bcde) βα
]
(2.10)
The R-R bosonic fields here are precisely what is needed so that their addition
to the NS-NS fields describes the bosonic spectrum of 10D, type-IIB supergravity.
The σ-model we have described can easily be studied upon performing dimensional
compactification. These actions provide an intrinsic description of the models that
were recently studied by Maharana [14].
Thus, we argued that among the family of 10D heterotic string theories, by dif-
ferent choices of the matrix generators we could describe all previous known models
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in a uniform manner. As we found there seemed to exist one more member of this
family that corresponds to replacing the internal compact group generators by the
non-compact chiral 10D Pauli matrices and gives rise to a heterotic string model
with a N = 2B supersymmetry.
Finally there is an intriguing interpretation that we can give to (2.3) as modified
in (2.9) and (2.10). Within the context of superfield theories, it is well known
that it is possible to use low N superfields to realize a theory with a higher than
N supersymmetry. Some examples of this are the use of 4D, N = 1 superfield
perturbation theory to describe 4D, N = 4 supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory [15]
or to describe 4D, N = 2 supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory [16]. In the same way,
our work suggests that it is possible to realize the N = 2B superstring as a theory
of N = 1 superstrings coupled to a certain “matter superstring” containing the R-R
sector p-forms.
3 10D Green-Schwarz Heterotic Sigma-Models
In the last section, we used (1,0) superfields to review the situation of (1,0)
supergravity heterotic σ-models. Since it is our eventual goal to show that the last
model above is very closely related to the type-B and type-O bosonic string theories,
as a first step we begin to eliminate the (1,0) world sheet supersymmetry by going
to a Green-Schwarz type formulation. The relevant starting points are (2.5) and
(2.7). The action in (2.5) is replaced by SGS
SGS =
∫
d2σ V −1
[
− 1
2
Π aΠ a +
∫ 1
0
dy Πˆy
CΠˆ BΠˆ AGˆABC + Φ(Z)R(V )
]
,
Π A = V m(∂mZ
M)EM
A , Π A = V m(∂mZ
M)EM
A ,
ZˆM = ZM(σ, τ, y) , Πˆy
A = (∂yZˆ
M)EM
A(Zˆ) , GˆABC = GABC(Zˆ) . (3.1)
here ZM(τ, σ) is the superstring coordinate (ZM(τ, σ) ≡ (Θµ(τ, σ), Xm(τ, σ)), GABC
is the field strength supertensor for a super 2-form bAB(Z), Φ(Z) is the spacetime
dilaton and R(V ) is the world sheet curvature tensor. Since only in the cases of the
E8 ⊗ E8 or SO(32) theories is there spacetime supersymmetry6, we do not at this
stage have to worry about the introduction of a term to accommodate the tachyon
that occurs for the other heterotic strings.
The replacement action for (2.7) can be obtained in the following manner. The
action in (2.7) is a (1,0) superfield action, which using standard techniques, we have
many times previously analyzed in terms of its component fields. The component
6The only reason to use a Green-Schwarz formulation is precisely the presence of spacetime
supersymmetry.
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field formulation contains fermions (none of which are dynamical), so to pass to an
action that is compatible with the Green-Schwarz type action above in (3.1), we
simply set all fermions to zero. This leaves the action
SR = − 1
4pi
∫
d2σ V −1 Tr{ (D U−1)(D U) + λ (U−1D U)2
+
∫ 1
0
dy(U˜−1
d
dy
U˜)[ (D U˜−1)(D U˜) − (D U˜−1)(D U˜) ]
−2Π B Γ aˆB taˆ(U−1D U) } ,
(3.2)
with D U ≡ D U − iΠ BΓ aˆB Utaˆ. The quantity U ≡ exp[iφaˆR(τ, σ)taˆ] is an element
of an a priori arbitrary group. The matrices taˆ generate a compact Lie algebra for
the right-gauge group GR where aˆ = 1, . . . , dG, [taˆ, tbˆ] = ifaˆbˆcˆtcˆ, faˆbˆcˆf aˆbˆdˆ = c2δcˆdˆ,
and Tr(taˆtbˆ) = 2kδaˆbˆ. Above, we have used the notation (D , D ) to denote the
world-sheet two-dimensional gravitationally covariant derivative. To describe the
two tachyon-free 10D theories, we pick GR = E8 ⊗ E8 or SO(32), respectively.
At this stage, we once again replace the compact group generators and their
corresponding 2D righton fields as described in (2.9) but here all the superfields
(the Φ’s) are replaced by a 2D Duffin-Kemmer-Petiau field φα
β
φα
β = φRδα
β +
1
2
φabR(σ
ab) βα +
1
24
φabcdR(σ
abcd) βα . (3.3)
One final step is that the spacetime gauge superconnection and generators on the
last line of (3.2) must undergo the replacement
Γ aˆA taˆ →
[
(∇AA) δαβ + 1
2
FAbc (σ
bc) βα +
1
24
F(+)Abcde (σ
bcde) βα
]
. (3.4)
Thus, we recover (within the context of a Green-Schwarz formulation) the exact
same result as seen from the NSR formulation. Namely, a heterotic 10D, N = 1
Green-Schwarz σ-model with manifest E8 ⊗ E8 symmetry is replaced by a model
where the spectrum of field strength superfields in the R-R sector is exactly what
one needs to describe the type-IIB theory.
4 On to Bosonic Type-B and Type-O Theories
In this final section we complete the journey from the heterotic type-IIB σ-
model to the purely non-supersymmetric type-B and type-O models. This is done
in several stages. First since these final models are bosonic, we can begin with (3.1)
and simply set the Grassmann superstring coordinates (Θ) identically to zero. Since
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we want to allow coupling to the tachyon, we also add one additional term to find
the NS-NS sector of the type-B theory takes the form
SBNS =
1
2piα′
∫
d2σ V −1[ 1
2
(gmn(X) + bmn(X)) (∇ Xm)(∇ Xn) ]
+
∫
d2σ V −1 [ Φ(X)R + T (X) ]
≡
∫
d2σV −1[
1
2
(ηab + bab(X))Π
aΠ b + Φ(X)R + T (X) ] .
(4.1)
This looks almost exactly like (2.5). There is one important difference of course. All
of the quantities in (2.5) are (1,0) superfields whereas all quantities appearing here
are ordinary 2D fields.
For the righton R-R sector of the type-B theory, we take the action of (3.2) and
simply set to zero the Grassmann superstring coordinates (Θ) to zero.
SBR−1 = −
1
4pi
∫
d2σ V −1 Tr{ (D U−1R )(D UR) + λ (U−1R D UR)2
+
∫ 1
0
dy(U˜−1R
d
dy
U˜R)[ (D U˜−1R )(D U˜R) − (D U˜−1R )(D U˜R) ]
−2Π a
[
(∇aA1) + 1
2
F1abc (σ
bc) +
1
24
F(+)abcde (σ
bcde)
]
(U−1R D UR) } ,
(4.2)
The actions in (4.1) and (4.2) cannot comprise the entirety of the type-B theory.
We obtained the latter of these directly from the GS action of the previous section.
To complete the type-B theory we must construct the “mirror” to (4.2) above. In the
mirror action all indices of the type are exchanged for the type and vice-versa.
However, this is not sufficient. In addition we must replace the non-supersymmetric
limit of UR−1 by its mirror also. This is done as follows.
In 10D, the notion of chiral spinors exists. In fact, the matrices that appear
in (2.9) are in such a basis. There also exist 10D matrices where we exchange the
handedness of the spacetime spinor indices (i.e. α→ α˙ etc.). Thus we may introduce
UL according to the definition,
UL ≡ exp
[
φLδα˙
β˙ +
1
2
φabL(σ
ab) β˙α˙ +
1
24
φabcdL(σ
abcd) β˙α˙
]
(4.3)
which introduces 256 lefton fields (φL, φabL and φabcdL). Like its right handed mirror
counterpart, the argument of the exponential function above can be shown to form
a Lie algebra. In fact, its composition law is exactly the same as that given for
the right handed one in ref. [1], with the exception that the term involving the
Levi-Civita tensor has the opposite sign. The complete “mirror” action to (4.2) is
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given by
SBR−2 = −
1
4pi
∫
d2σ V −1 Tr{ (D U−1L )(D UL) + λ (U−1L D UL)2
−
∫ 1
0
dy(U˜−1L
d
dy
U˜L)[ (D U˜−1L )(D U˜L) − (D U˜−1L )(D U˜L) ]
−2Π a
[
(∇aA2) + 1
2
F2abc (σ
bc) +
1
24
F(−)abcde (σ
bcde)
]
(U−1L D UL) } .
(4.4)
On the final line above, we have placed bars above the 10D Pauli matrices to indicate
that these are the ones with the dotted spacetime spinor indices. So the complete
non-linear σ-model for the type-B theory is just
SBTot = S
B
NS + S
B
R−1 + S
B
R−2 . (4.5)
It can be seen that the complete spectrum of spacetime fields includes the graviton
(gmn), axion (bmn), dilaton (Φ), tachyon (T ), two scalars (A
1 and A2 )7, two Kalb-
Ramond fields (A1mn and A
2
mn), 4-form A
+
abcd with a self-dual field strength F
(+)
abcde
and a second 4-form A−abcd with an anti-self-dual field strength F
(−)
abcde.
The key to our successful construction of the model described immediately above
is the suggestion that currents associated with internal symmetries can sometimes
be traded for currents associated with the Clifford algebra of the spacetime spinors.
We first did this in the 10D supersymmetric theory. If this conjecture is accepted,
then the reverse is likely to also be true. With this as a working assumption, we
will now show that the type-O string [18] propagating in the presence of its tachyon
and massless modes can be constructed from the corresponding type-B theory.
So we once more will trade some of the currents. In particular we note that by
keeping only the middle terms in the exponential of (3.3) and (4.3) we also maintain
the structure of a Lie group. So the simple idea is to trade the currents associated
with the 0-forms and 4-forms and replace them by currents associated with SO(32).
This is all easily done for the σ-models and leads to the following type-O action.
The final answer is rather tedious to write only because it possesses a number of
different R-R sectors but takes the form
SOTot. ≡ SONS + SOR−1 + SOR−2 + SOR−3 + SOR−4 . (4.6)
Below we give each sub-action.
SONS =
∫
d2σV −1[
1
2
ηabΠ
aΠ b + Φ(X)R + T (X) ] . (4.7)
7An interesting feature to note is that the scalars A1 and A2 possess “moduli” (i.e. we may
shift them by constants without affecting the action) unlike the scalars that usually appear
in Lefton-Righton Thirring Models [13].
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SOR−1 = −
1
4pi
∫
d2σ V −1 Tr{ (D U−1R )(D UR) + λ (U−1R D UR)2
+
∫ 1
0
dy(U˜−1R
d
dy
U˜R)[ (D U˜−1R )(D U˜R) − (D U˜−1R )(D U˜R) ]
−Π a
[
F1abc (σ
bc)
]
(U−1R D UR) } ,
(4.8)
SOR−2 = −
1
4pi
∫
d2σ V −1 Tr{ (D U−1L )(D UL) + λ (U−1L D UL)2
−
∫ 1
0
dy(U˜−1L
d
dy
U˜L)[ (D U˜−1L )(D U˜L) − (D U˜−1L )(D U˜L) ]
−Π a
[
F2abc (σ¯
bc)
]
(U−1L D UL) } ,
(4.9)
SOR−3 ≡
∫
d2σ V −1
[
i ψ−(D + iΠ aAaˆa taˆ )ψ−
]
, (4.10)
SOR−4 ≡
∫
d2σ V −1
[
i ψ+(D + iΠ a A˜aˆa taˆ )ψ+
]
. (4.11)
In the latter two equations above, we have introduced 64 right-moving and 64 left-
moving Majorana fermions (ψ− and ψ+, respectively) on the worldsheet. These are
the degrees of freedom that were traded by removing the lefton and righton 0-forms
and 4-forms in UR and UL in the type-B theory.
The complete spectrum of spacetime fields includes the graviton (gmn), dilaton
(Φ), tachyon (T ), two sets of SO(32) gauge fields (Aaˆa and A˜
aˆ
a) and two Kalb-
Ramond fields (A1mn and A
2
mn). This is the spectrum of the type-O bosonic string
at low orders.
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APPENDIX A: Kalb-Ramond Matter Field and 4D String σ-models
One interesting consequence of the construction of the model in ref. [1] is that
a compactification of the model reveals how 4D Kalb-Ramond matter fields can be
coupled to the world sheet in NSR or GS string σ-models. The idea is that the
previous work utilizing Lefton-Righton Thirring Models [13, 19] can appropriately
be modified to include Kalb-Ramond fields as long as the Kalb-Ramond fields do
not carry any internal charges. In this brief appendix we will demonstrate how this
construction is carried out within the confines of the 4D, N = 8 (1,0) supergravity
NSR σ-model. We only pick this choice because of its simplicity. Any model with
smaller values of N (or even larger values of D) can be treated by the same techniques
as those we use below.
The 4D, N = 8 (1,0) supergravity NSR σ-model is described by using the NSR
sector in (2.5) but the R-R sector is replaced by
SR−5 =
∫
d2σdζ−E−1i
1
2
[ (Lαˆ= + Γ
αˆ
=)(L
αˆ
+ − Λ+=(Lαˆ= + Γαˆ=)) + Lαˆ+Γαˆ=
+(RIˆ+ + 2Γ
Iˆ
+)R
Iˆ
= − iΛ= (RIˆ+ + ΓIˆ+)∇+(RIˆ+ + ΓIˆ+)
+4SαIˆRIˆ=L
αˆ
+ − 4Λ+=(M−1)IˆKˆΦαˆIˆΦαˆJˆΣJˆ=ΣKˆ=
−4iΛ==ΦαˆIˆLαˆ+∇+(ΦβˆIˆLβˆ+) ] ,
(A.1)
L
αˆ
+ = L
αˆ
+ − Λ+=(Lαˆ= + Γαˆ=) , LαˆA ≡ ∇AϕLαˆ , RIˆA ≡ ∇AϕRIˆ ,
R
Iˆ
= = R
Iˆ
= − i[Λ==∇+(RIˆ+ + ΓIˆ+) +
1
2
(∇+Λ==)(RIˆ+ + ΓIˆ+)] ,
ΣIˆ= = R
Iˆ
= − 2i[Λ==∇+(ΦβˆIˆLβˆ+) +
1
2
(∇+Λ==)ΦβˆIˆLβˆ+] ,
(M)Iˆ Jˆ = δIˆ Jˆ − 4i(∇+Λ+=)Λ==ΦαˆIˆΦαˆJˆ ,
(A.2)
Γ=
αˆ ≡ Π=aAaαˆ(X) , Aaαˆ = (A˜[ij]a ) ,
Γ+
Iˆ ≡ Π+aAaIˆ(X) , AaIˆ = (Aa, A[i′j′]a , A[i
′j′][k′l′]
a ) .
(A.3)
ΦαˆIˆ ≡ ( Φ[ij], Φ[ij][i′j′], Φ[p′q′][i′j′][k′l′], δi′[iδj]j′Φ˜[k′l′] − δk′[iδj]l′Φ˜[i′j′] ) . (A.4)
We see in addition to the graviton, axion and dilaton which appear in the NSR
sector, there also appear 28 spin-1 fields (A˜[ij]a , Aa, A
[i′j′]
a , A
[i′j′][k′l′]
a ) and 68 scalar
fields (Φ[ij], Φ[ij][i′j′], Φ[p′q′][i′j′][k′l′], Φ˜[k′l′]) which complete the bosonic spectrum to
that of 4D, N = 8 supergravity.
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We now wish to carry out a duality transformation on the world sheet of the
(1,0) string whereby some of the scalar fields are replaced by Kalb-Ramond fields.
We will use the scalar field Φ˜[k′l′] for the purpose of illustration.
We first set to zero both Φ˜[k′l′] and φ
[k′l′]
R . The former operation eliminates the
spacetime scalar Φ˜[k′l′] from among the background fields and the latter operation
eliminates the modes of the string which describe this state. At this intermediate
point, the theory will be inconsistent. In order to restore the consistency, new modes
on the world sheet must be introduced. We can do this by introducing a new righton
WZNW model precisely of the form of the R-R terms in (2.3). However, the group
element that corresponds to (2.4) is here described by
UR−2 ≡ exp
[ 1
2
Φ
[k′l′]
abR (σ
ab)⊗ T[k′l′]
]
(A.5)
where now σab denotes the right-handed Pauli matrix Lorentz generator for 4D
spacetime. Also in the above expression T[k′l′] denotes a matrix representation of a
U(1)6 group. Note that the fact that this is an abelian group is absolutely critical.
The matrices σab⊗T[k′l′] clearly form an algebra. This would not necessarily be the
case if T[k′l′] represented some non-abelian group. So the duality on the worldsheet
correspond to
Φ˜[k′l′] → Φ[k
′l′]
abR . (A.6)
Finally to complete the introduction of the 4D spacetime Kalb-Ramond field, we
replace the Γ+ in (2.7) by
Γ+ → Π+a F [k
′l′]
a b c (σ
bc)⊗ T[k′l′] . (A.7)
We note that interestingly enough, the reduction of the type-IIA theory is expected
to possess precisely six matter Kalb-Ramond fields. Thus, the final model that
we have discussed (or possibly its mirror with respect to the duality transformation
described above) might present an intrinsic approach to investigating heterotic type-
IIA duality totally within the confines of heterotic string theory.
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